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Lithium tetraborate (Li₂B₄O₇), LBO, is a promising material for application in electronics, which attracts attention in connection with a possible application in piezoelectric SAW and BAW products [1,2]. Lithium tetraborate is also a non-linear optical material, a super-ion conductor [3]. It can be applied in photoelectric sensors in the IR region, and in radiation dosimeters [4].

For manufacturing SAW and BAW devices the plates of zero cuts YXl/53° and XZb/45°, respectively, have been used. We have investigated initially LBO crystal grown by Czokhralsky method in the directions [001] and [110] and growth and charge synthesis processes.

The quality of industrial LBO charge being concentrated by lithium containing compounds, we tried different methods of charge synthesis: in solutions and by solid phase- and liquid phase reaction methods.

When obtaining LBO charge in solutions the following reagents have been used: Li₂CO₃, H₃BO₃, LiOH and H₃BO₃. In the first case we have tried to obtain LBO via an intermediate composition Li₂O·2B₂O₅·3H₂O by maintaining constant pH of the solution. This is, however, a sufficiently labour-consuming technology, although it allows to
Maintain exactly a stoichiometric composition. We have also attempted to obtain LBO pure charge by hydrothermal method by using reagents LiOH and H$_3$BO$_3$. A single crystalline phase Li$_2$B$_4$O$_7$ (with gram size 1-2 cm) has been obtained at $t_{\text{med}}=450^\circ\text{C}$ in platinum lined autoclaves of V=0.4 l but the yield of charge was rather low.

The method of LBO charge obtained by solid state reaction method is a more technological one, however, it was difficult to obtain exactly the stoichiometric composition. The process of growth was a multistage one: annealing at $90^\circ\text{C}$ during 40 h under constant mixing, synthesis at $550^\circ\text{C}$ during 6 h, annealing during 4 h at $300^\circ\text{C}$ in vacuum of $10^{-3}\text{mm Hg}$ for water traces and CO$_2$ removal. The synthesis results were controlled by DTG-method.

The method of liquid phase reaction in the melt proposed by other authors [5] was also investigated. First, the platinum crucible was glued, then a calculated quantity of boron oxide was melted. The crucible was weighted after cooling and then a calculated quantity of lithium carbonate was added at $1000^\circ\text{C}$. The crucible was weighted again and the composition corrected. In the two last cases high quality crystals were obtained. Good results were also obtained when employing double recrystallization and addition of boron oxide in small quantity for correcting stoichiometric composition, because during the crystal growth a separation of an easy volatile phase Li$_2$B$_{6}$O$_{13}$ can occur.

Morphological investigation of the boules grown in the [001] and [110] directions was then carried out. During LBO boules examination grown along the Z-axis one can easily note characteristic steps of degenerate faces at their external surfaces, which are located at angles of $45^\circ$ to each other (fig.1).

The largest rough steps of degenerate faces with the height of 0.6-1.2 mm are located at angles of $90^\circ$ to each other. The smaller steps define the crystallographic direction [100]/[010] - the X (Y)-axis, the large ones correspond to the [110] - direction. LBO boules grown on [110] seeds are characterized by four well distinguishable plain steps of degenerate faces with the height of 0.1-0.3 mm located at angles of $90^\circ$.

One pair of these faces corresponds to the [001] direction. Besides the main faces, weekly distinguishable faces can be observed additionally at the conical part of the crystal. These faces made an angle of $37^\circ$ to the [001] faces and correspond, possibly, to the exit
points of the normal to atomic plane [112] \((\Sigma=52^030')\). An interesting feature of LBO boules, grown at [110] seeds is clearly visible inclined smooth faces in the upper part of the boule near to growing seed, which are located at an angle of \(52^020'\) in the direction of the \(Z\)-axis. Identification of these inclined faces by means of atomic plane with the diffraction indices \([448]\) confirmed their crystallographic orientation [112] \((\Sigma=45^0, \Sigma'=52^030')\).

As result of X-ray investigations a table of experimental angular parameter values and relative intensities of atomic plane reflection of LBO crystals was specified for practical applications (table 1).

More exact definition of LBO elementary cell parameters was made by using three reflection pairs from atomic planes with large angle values \(0_{hkl} \rightarrow 90^0; a=9,4772 \text{ Å}, c=10,2876 \text{ Å}\). Comparison of these values with the initially accepted data confirms their satisfactory coincidence with the measuring error of \(0,007 \text{ Å}\) for \("a\" \) and with \(0,015 \text{ Å}\) error for \("c\"\). Taking into account considerable influence of charge purity and growth conditions on elementary cell parameter values such difference can be admitted.

For these directions an optimum LBO crystal cutting technology into sections has been developed (fig.2, 3). However during the cutting process considerable rejects have been obtained. Therefore, we have grown LBO crystals in the directions \(YX1/53^0\) and \(XZb/45^0\) with the diameter of 40 mm and the length of 50 mm in platinum crucibles in an oxidating atmosphere for evaporation suppression of easy volatile borates in installations "Crystal" with an induction heating of a crucible (fig.4).

During LBO single crystal growth, the investigators come across a number of difficulties:

1. The charge quality for this material is of prime importance, because the melt has a very viscous glassy texture, the exit of gaseous components at the surface being rather difficult from it. In addition to this, with temperature fluctuations near the surface of the melt, the solubility of gaseous components in the surface layer occurs. As the result, the gaseous components come into the melt. Then by means of convection currents they are trapped by growing crystal and figure in the “as grown” crystal as growth column and facets (figure 5).

2. With crystals having a low melting point, the heat dissipation
occurs at the expense of heat transfer to the grown crystal. It is therefore difficult to exclude heat energy dissipation with small heat transfer and low melting temperature.

3. LBO crystals have a strong anisotropy of linear thermal expansion coefficients along different crystallographic directions. Therefore in the process of LBO growth stresses occur, cracks and anomalous edges at the crystal surface can appear. Thus, for successful LBO crystal growing it is necessary to create "soft" growth conditions.

Based on peculiarities of LBO crystals we have developed a heat assembly with upper resistive heating enabling to set up minimum axial temperature gradients near the crystallization front. This makes it possible to decrease stresses in crystals, to lower temperature fluctuations influence on gaseous impurity entering the crystal. All this enables to maintain stable temperature conditions for the LBO crystal growth of 40 mm in diameter without faceted regions. The technological growth parameters are also of great importance for LBO crystals. For ensuring "soft" growth conditions, it is necessary to maintain low rotation rates (2-4 rot/min) and low growth rates (0.1-0.4 mm/h).

In order to decrease viscosity of the melt we increased melting temperature, by adding 0.1-0.2 mass per cent of lanthanum oxide, which enables us to decrease gaseous inclusions in crystals. This additive does not influence piezoelectric properties of LBO crystals.

With small temperature gradients near the melt surface LBO crystals grow up equally well along the $\{115\}$ and $\{100\}$ crystallographic directions and have a well developed faces.

The main feature of LBO resonator technology is its solubility in liquid media. In this connection we were interested in obtaining more exact kinematic curves of LBO water and $\text{HNO}_3$ (60% concentration) dissolution at different temperatures (fig.6). LBO solution rate in deionized water with specific resistivity of 1 MOhm cm at temperatures of 55°C, 60°C and 100°C is equal to 0.02, 0.05 and 0.25 $\mu$m/min, respectively. LBO solution rate in 60% $\text{HNO}_3$ at temperatures of 19°C, 40°C and 60°C was 2.6, 4.2 and 30 $\mu$m/min. Reproducibility of solution rate depends on the sample surface state and the solution purity. Chemical etching of LBO plates after lapping was made in acid mixture taken in the proportion: $\text{HNO}_3$:$\text{HCL}$:$\text{H}_2\text{O} = 1:1:1$ at room temperature. The solubility rate in this solution is $\sim 10 \mu$m/min. The surface roughness
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was not deteriorated in this case. LBO resonators fabricated with LBO piezoelectric elements in the form of flat wafers with 7 mm in diameter and thickness t= 215 μm with silver electrodes of 3 mm in diameter had the following parameters (tabl 2). Dependences of temperature-frequency coefficient, electromechanical coupling factor of B- and C-modes in LBO on the angle of cut YX1/β of piezoelectrical element are given on fig 7 and 8.

Table 2. LBO resonator parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency (MHz)</th>
<th>Resonance spacing (3-5) x 10^3</th>
<th>Frequency constant (kHz mm)</th>
<th>Capacitance C₀, pF</th>
<th>Capacitance C₁, pF</th>
<th>Motional inductance L₁, H</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7.55</td>
<td>2-2.2</td>
<td>1645</td>
<td>3.69</td>
<td>0.143</td>
<td>0.0031</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Fig. 1. LSO crystal morphology
Fig. 2. "As grown" crystal LBO in the direction YX1/53°

Fig. 3. A growth column and facets LBO crystal
Fig. 4: Technology of cutting LBG crystal boule [001] into yxbl/\theta plates
Fig. 5. Technology of cutting LBO crystal boule [110] into yz1/β.
Fig. 6. Kinetic curve of LBO dissolution in hot water and in concentrated HNO₃.

Fig. 7. Dependence of temperature-frequency coefficient of frequency of B and C modes on LBO crystal on the angle of cut YX1/β of a piezoelectric element.
Fig. B. Dependence of frequency coefficient and electromechanical coupling factor of B- and C-modes in LBO on the angle of cut YX1/β of a piezoelectric element.